Managed Educational Services
Skills development in technical vocational education

Today’s major educational challenges in the world –
skills shortages and skills gaps

Festo Didactic bridges the gap between industrial requirements
and the competencies of individuals

Global competitiveness and economic growth are challenged by a
lack of suitable available labor. The two major challenges encountered are:
• Insufficient availability of skilled labour – skills shortages
• A mismatch between qualification of the available workforce and
the changes in industrial demands – skills gaps

As market leader in technical vocational education, Festo Didactic
helps to bridge the gap between industrial skills requirements and
competencies of individuals. Our solutions contribute to two main
objectives: fostering employability and solving skills shortage
by equipping people with the necessary industrial skills, as well as
by closing existing skills gaps through proven qualification solutions
for their workforce, thereby improving productivity.

We offer a variety of methods for collaborating with our partners.
These include, but are not limited to being:
• Outsourcing partner for (internal) company training activities
• Operator of private vocational schools on behalf of a
governmental body
• Advisor and executor for private investments in the
educational sector

Because there is no consensus on how to solve these educational
challenges, Festo Didactic has taken the lead in developing a philosophy of Managed Educational Services. This customized approach
allows us to design and implement individual concepts and solutions
corresponding to actual market situations and desired customer outcome. By combining our own core competencies – “learning systems”
and “training and consulting” – we are paving the way to solutionspecific qualification excellence.

We strongly believe in educational responsibility!

These are serious problems, as skills are and will remain an important component of countries’ economic development and growth as
well as industries’ long term competitiveness. Attracting talented
people and developing their individual skills is a major concern for
business leaders and even a key issue for entire national economies.
Solutions must quickly be found for the approaching mismatch of
institutional qualification programs and actual market requirements.
On the one hand, the future workforce must be qualified for employment opportunities – while on the other hand, the current labor generation needs to be enabled to keep up with competencies required
in the future.

With its industrial background, Festo Didactic is able to provide holistic solutions for modern and efficient operation of vocational training
centers worldwide.

How do we accomplish this?
Festo Didactic has the experience, skills, and competence to
support you in developing your business success when it comes
to training and qualification in the field of technical vocational
education. Our training needs and skills gap analysis identify
the appropriate training solutions for each employment and skill
group, and allow us to convert this analysis into identified and
demand-driven qualification models. These not only help to
solve educational challenges, but are a worthwhile investment
into the company’s future!

Required Skills

Managed Educational Services
for Skills Development

Current Skills
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Managing and operating of Learning Centers worldwide:
Services a Festo Learning Center concept can include

Festo Didactic can contribute planning, design and equipment
services for classrooms, laboratories and schools as well as the
complete operation of Learning Centers and Colleges. By combining
our broad Festo Didactic solution and service portfolio with our
industrial background as part of the Festo Group, we are uniquely
qualified to be a single-source solution provider for the planning
and management of holistic Learning Center concepts.
The bottom line is that Festo Didactic offers complete Managed
Educational Services with individualized entry points for customers
and markets. No matter if clients request the complete range of
services offered or select a special combination – our concept will
be tailored to individual requirements with a direct impact on your
operational results, entire market development and workforce.
We ensure competitiveness and efficiency for the future!

Full operation of Learning Centers

Green Field and Building Concept
Consultancy

We specialize in operating independent Learning
Centers to serve local industries and countries,
applying Festo standards to help close the identified
skills gaps. Our approach for establishing Learning
Centers is driven by the vision to provide customized
qualification solutions that meet individual and actual
market demands.

As an experienced partner for the equipping and operation of training facilities, we support our customers
from the very beginning in developing feasible and
sustainable concepts. With our expertise in operating
training facilities for Festo, and on behalf of customers
worldwide, we share our insights on designing Learning Centers in the most efficient and practicable way.
Established classroom and workshop layouts are the
basis for a modern and engaging learning environment
as these designs follow very important methodical and
group dynamic criteria.

Operating training departments
for industries
In today’s worldwide economy, businesses have
adopted the trend of outsourcing activities –
in production, logistics, and materials management,
but above all in services. The main purpose is generic:
companies focus on their core competencies and outsource other tasks to service providers.
As the market leader for technical vocational education, Festo Didactic is a professional partner in operating training departments and steering qualification
measures according to our partner’s vision.

Market needs and skills gap analysis
Understanding local markets and their needs is the
key to developing suitable and sustainable qualification concepts for the future. This is why we provide
comprehensive and unique studies, or gap analysis or
even complete business plans, for industries or entire
markets. Based on the findings, and together with our
customers, we develop the best and most sustainable
solutions that focus on customized training and qualification requirements. In order to overcome existing
skills gaps, future trends and requirements are taken
into consideration; an upskilling process that is
smoothly integrated into the customer’s business
and HR strategy.
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Curricula and training content
development

Laboratories, workshops and
equipment solutions
Our product portfolio offers a holistic approach to both
our industrial customers and educational institutions,
ranging from learning systems with technical components and learning factories for industrial automation
to e-learning programs and software simulations.
We cover factory, process, and building automation
technologies, such as fluid power, electrical engineering and mechatronics, telecommunications, renewable energy, water treatment, refrigeration and HVAC,
production and manufacturing, and maintenance and
services.

Festo Didactic develops curricula and provides
consulting services for training content development
and vocational and academic skills standards and
programs. We deliver training solutions focused on
measurable business outcomes with a wide range of
standardized and customized trainings. Our training
solutions are not only aiming at the delivery of single
qualification courses – we also develop job-role-specific programs and curricula, focusing on competencies
for a particular position. The services portfolio also
comprises competence management and train-thetrainer programs.

Stafﬁng and recruiting of teachers/
trainers
Festo Didactic strongly considers the actual and future
industry training demands in providing staffing and
recruitment solutions. We select the most suitable
trainers and teachers whose skills and qualifications
match the customer’s request. Trainers are evaluated
and assessed according to the individually-defined job
profiles and competencies required to best perform
and teach qualification programs. Drawing from our
pool of international experts with long-standing industrial and didactical experience, we are able to make
the right candidates available for each specific
purpose.
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How investment in qualification pays off ...

... for companies
• You concentrate on your core businesses while we manage
your educational challenges
• By upskilling your workforce with customized solutions,
we help you to increase your productivity
• In agile markets, only a skilled workforce can secure
long-term competitiveness
• By enabling us to operate, maintain and further develop
your (existing) training facility, you effectively reduce your
overhead and managing costs, thereby minimizing risks
• Skilled workers are prepared for future challenges and better
able to cope with economic trends and changes
• A qualified workforce produces a better product and service
quality, and therefore, greater customer satisfaction
• By supporting employees with an investment in furthering
their qualifications, you enhance job motivation and develop
employees who are better prepared to perform their tasks
efficiently

... for local communities

Why Festo Didactic is the preferred partner for solving
educational challenges
As part of the Festo Group, we have first-hand experience and deep
insights into industry demands. Moreover, our Festo engineers are in
close contact with other industries and provide us with valuable input
on skills requirements for technological developments today and in
the future. This industrial DNA enables us to constantly improve our
equipment and service portfolio and to develop training programs
that are in step with actual practice.

• We qualify your workforce for existing and future market
demand, helping to drive your economic growth
• We help increase employee satisfaction by increasing their
skill sets, creating a positive impact on their economic power
and social welfare
• Our industry-based training content ensures skilled
employees and economic competitiveness, fostering
long-term employment
• Low unemployment rates secure regional stability
• A qualified local workforce attracts new investors and
therefore secures the growth of existing economies

Our training and qualification solutions are driven by a job-roleoriented approach: combining industry-independent and essential
key qualifications in technical environments with sector-specific skill
requirements. This enables us to provide successful solutions for a
wide range of industry branches. Demand-driven curricula, adequate
laboratory equipment and complementary train-the-trainer solutions
ensure the most effective training results.
Festo Didactic is the world-leading equipment and services provider
in technical vocational education. We know best how to interconnect
all our services according to a customer’s individual needs.
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References

Festo Academy Italy, Industrial Management School
Milan, Italy
Festo Academy Italy offers training programs of different levels
aimed at supporting companies and their personnel in the growth
of business performance and the development of individual skills.
The portfolio includes training programs for developing specific professional roles, seminars to acquire skills and practical experiences,
a Masterclass offering higher education and specialization programs,
and executive tours and business games.

Festo Training Center Jinan
Jinan, China
The Festo Training Center Jinan, located inside the Festo manufacturing base in Jinan, China, is the first full-scale training center Festo has
established outside of Germany. The goals of the Training Center are
to introduce in China the successful German dual education system.
It offers an open course in mechatronics, which was initially for Festo
employees.

Ar Rass German College
Ar Rass, Saudi Arabia
Festo Learning Center Saar
Rohrbach, Germany
Festo Learning Center Saar is located in Rohrbach, Germany, and
has been a preferred partner for qualification solutions for local
industries since 1994.

The Ar Rass German College in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been
established as a joint venture of Festo Didactic and GIZ as part of the
national College of Excellence initiative. It offers courses according to
Saudi Skills Standards, comprised of a one-year English foundation
program and two years of vocational training with the aim of preparing students for private sector jobs in the Saudi economy.

Moreover, FLC Saar specializes in industry-wide vocational training
programs, thus being a professional partner for smaller companies
that, for a variety of reasons, cannot train their apprentices in-house.
In these cases, FLC Saar offers vocational training which is run for
apprentices from multiple companies in one class.

Suzhou Festo, O-HR Learning Center for Ind. Automation Co., Ltd.
Suzhou, China

FLC Saar also performs international projects, for example, the qualification of Indian teachers in vocational institutions. The development
of individual and customized qualification programs for and with our
customers results providing them with a competitive advantage.
FLC’s business approach is centered on high flexibility, motivation and
a positive attitude.
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The Suzhou Festo – O-HR Learning Center has been established in
one of the largest and best-known industrial estates of China,
ca. 80 km outside of Shanghai. It is a joint venture with a local partner
and aims for qualification in the fields of automation/mechatronics,
shop-floor leadership, maintenance and other modern manufacturing
topics. Additionally, consulting projects, as well as customer-specific
projects, are realized here.
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Festo Didactic
Pioneering todays innovations in technical education

Festo Didactic is the world-leading provider of equipment and solutions for industrial education. Our product and service portfolio offers
holistic solutions in all fields of industrial automation technology,
such as pneumatics, hydraulics, electronics, electrical engineering,
mechatronics, CNC technology, energy efficiency and mobility,
renewable energies, industrial maintenance, HVAC and telecommunications.
We design and implement learning systems, learning environments/
laboratories, learning factories, e-learning solutions and training
programs, and also offer complete learning centers that train people
to perform in highly dynamic and complex industrial environments.
Our goal is to maximize learning success in educational institutions
and industrial companies around the globe.

Festo Didactic is part of the Festo Group
Festo is a leading, world-wide supplier of automation technology, and with Festo Didactic, the world-leading provider of technical education solutions. Over the last 50 years, as a globallyoriented and independent family company with headquarters in
Esslingen, Germany, Festo has become the performance leader
in its industry. This success is attributed to its continuing innovations and problem-solving competence in all aspects of pneumatics, as well as its unique and wide range of technical training
and education programs.
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Rechbergstraße 3
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www.festo-didactic.de
Festo Didactic Ltée/Ltd
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